Unit 14 - Week 12: Rammanohar Lohia

Assignment 12

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

Due on 2020-04-22, 23:59 IST.

1. Which among the following book was not written by Rammanohar Lohia?
   - Casts System
   - Agrarianism of a Mind
   - The High Caste Hindi Man
   - The Wheel of History
   - The answer to in correct, Score 1

2. Which among the following sentences is not correct about Lohia's views on caste?
   - He supported the idea of Brahminism, campaigned against Gandhi's constitution for fighting castes based discrimination
   - He opposed caste and caste difference is seen from the Mahatma who originally conceived of caste
   - He postulated greater responsibilities on the Hindu based society after fighting against slavery
   - The answer to in incorrect, Score 1

3. In order to remove the oppressions of Indian women, Lohia focused on the four key areas. Which one among the following is not one of them?
   - Disenfranchisement of the female of the nation
   - Pursuit of woman's education
   - The examination of the institution of marriage
   - Equality in education and property rights
   - The answer to in incorrect, Score 1

4. Lohia's Presidential speech at Socialist Party convention in Panchmukhi, 1952 was famous for which of the following reasons?
   - He spoke about capitalism
   - He spoke about communism
   - He spoke about superstition
   - He spoke about the political condition of Indian education, independent of both communists and capitalists
   - The answer to in incorrect, Score 1

5. Which of the following is not part of Lohia's conception of British man?
   - He said they had an equal importance between men and women
   - The pursuit of political, economic, and spiritual equality based on colour and sex
   - Protection of social harmony based on caste
   - Against arms, weapons, and stratagems
   - The answer to in incorrect, Score 1

6. Lohia's Presidential speech at Socialist Party convention in Panchmukhi, 1952 was famous for which of the following reasons?
   - He spoke about superstition
   - He spoke about communism
   - He spoke about the political condition of Indian education, independent of both communists and capitalists
   - The answer to in incorrect, Score 1

7. To address the sensibilities and concerns of non-Hindu speakers, Rammanohar Lohia came up with a proposal. Which one among the following is next part of the proposal?
   - He proposed Hindi as the official language of the central government with central government jobs reserved for non-Hindus speakers for a specific period
   - He did not propose any group to speak English both from internal and external communications
   - He suggested a multi-lingual centre
   - He proposed that a group of states should learn English to communicate with the central government
   - The answer to in incorrect, Score 1

8. For what do Lohia say: Capital?
   - Capital
   - Village
   - Desert
   - Province
   - The answer to in incorrect, Score 1

9. Which of the following is not part of Lohia's conception of Cauvery River?
   - Village
   - Desert
   - Province
   - Capital
   - The answer to in incorrect, Score 1

10. Which of the following is not part of the movement proposed by Rammanohar Lohia?
    - Mill's Dark avowment
    - Civil disobedience
    - Anganwadi Movement
    - Narmada Bachao Andolan
    - The answer to in incorrect, Score 1

11. Which among the following thinkers was the proponent of Hinduism?
    - Swami Vivekananda
    - Mahatma Gandhi
    - C. V. Raman
    - Rammanohar Lohia
    - The answer to in incorrect, Score 1